This paper deals with the Cauchy problem for a generalized Novikov equation 
Introduction
The present paper focuses on the Cauchy problem for the following modified Novikov equation: Note that when we take b = , Eq. (.) is the Novikov equation:
which was recently discovered by Novikov in a symmetry classification of nonlocal PDEs with quadratic or cubic nonlinearity [] . The perturbative symmetry approach [] yields necessary conditions for a PDE to admit infinitely many symmetries. Using this approach, Novikov was able to isolate Eq. (.) and find its first few symmetries, and he subsequently found a scalar Lax pair for it, proving that the equation is integrable. By using the prolongation algebra method, Hone and Wang [] gave a matrix Lax pair and many conserved densities and a bi-Hamiltonian structure of the Novikov equation, and they showed how it was related by a reciprocal transformation to a negative flow in the Sawada-Kotera hierarchy. Then in [] , the authors calculated the explicit formulas for multi-peakon solutions of the Novikov equation. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/560
Recently, by the transport equations theory and the classical Friedrichs regularization method, the authors proved that the Cauchy problem for the Novikov On the other hand, it is well known that the nonlinearity of the following b-equation is quadratic:
which can be derived as the family of asymptotically equivalent shallow water wave equations that emerges at quadratic order accuracy for any b = - by an appropriate Kodama transformation. For the case b = -, the corresponding Kodama transformation is singular and the asymptotic ordering is violated (see [-]). Equation (.) belongs to the following family of nonlinear dispersive partial differential equations: Moreover, the solution depends continuously on the initial data, i.e., the mapping 
Remark . Since
We now get a lower bound depending only on u  Lip for the maximal existence time. 
Next, we shall derive lower semicontinuity of the existence time, provided the initial data is smooth enough. 
whose positions q t (t) and amplitudes p j (t) are according to the dynamical system
In [, -], the spacial decay rates for the strong solutions to the Camassa-Holm equation, the b-equation, and the Novikov equation were established provided that the corresponding initial data decay at infinity. This kind of property is the so-called persistence property. Following the main idea of [], we also prove the persistence properties in weighted spaces for the solution of Eq. (.). However, the hard question is that there are cubic nonlinearities in (.) which make the proof very difficult. First, we give the following definition of an admissible weight function.
Definition . An admissible weight function for Eq. (.) is a locally absolutely continuous function φ : R → R such that, for some A >  and a.e. x ∈ R, |φ (x)| ≤ A|φ(x)|, and that is v-moderate for some sub-multiplicative weight function v satisfying inf R v >  and
We recall that a locally absolutely continuous function is a.e. differentiable in R. Moreover, its a.e. derivative belongs to L  loc and agrees with its distributional derivative. We can now state our main result on admissible weights. 
CMt for some constant C >  depending only on v, φ (through the constants A, C  , inf R v, and
e |x| dx < ∞), and
Remark . The basic example of the application of Theorem . is obtained by taking the
d with the following conditions: 
implies the uniform algebraic decay in [, T]:
It is worth pointing out that this is a new result for the Novikov equation. Since 'peakon' solution u(t, x) = √ ce -|x-ct| , c >  does not satisfy the asymptotic behavior in Theorem . (see Remark .), the purpose of the next theorem is to establish a variant of this theorem that can be applied to some v-moderate weights φ for which condition (.) does not hold. Instead of assuming (.), we now put the weaker condition
It is easily checked that, for any continuous sub-multiplicative weight function v, we have
so that condition (.) is indeed weaker than condition (.) (see [] for the details).
Theorem . Let  ≤ p ≤ ∞ and φ be a v-moderate weight function as in Definition
and
Let also u ∈ C([, T], H s (R)), s > / be the strong solution of the Cauchy problem for Eq.
(.), emanating from u  . Then The plan of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the local wellposedness in the critical Besov space B / , is considered and Theorem . is proved. The blow-up criteria and multi-peakon solutions are obtained in Section  and Theorems .-. are proved. In the last section, the persistence properties in weighted spaces for the solution of Eq. (.) are considered, and Theorems .-. are proved.
Local well-posedness in critical Besov spaces
In this section, we shall establish the local well-posedness of Eq. (.) in critical Besov spaces. More precisely, we give the proof of Theorem .. First, we rewrite model (.) in the following transports equation form:
We can easily get the following two lemmas. 
there exists a time T >  such that the Cauchy problem (.) has a solution u ∈ C([, T]; B
is continuous.
Proof we have that if we fix T >  such that
Here, one can choose some suitable constant C such that
Now, combining the above uniform bounds with Lemma ., we get that
Hence is Holder continuous from B  . From the above argument, we deduce that for any n ∈ N, t ∈ T,
solves the linear transport equation:
where
Thanks to the Kato theory [], we decompose
According to the first step, we have that the sequence (u 
On the other hand, applying Lemma . in [] and the product law in the Besov spaces to Eq. (.), one may get that
Using the properties of Besov spaces exhibited in [], one easily checks that (f (n) ) n∈N is
uniformly bounded in C([, T]; B
  , ). Moreover,
Hence, combining the convergence of z (n) 
in C([, T]; B
  , ) with estimates (.)-(.), we deduce that for large enough n ∈ N,
Thanks to Gronwall's inequality, we have 
) on [, T) × R with the initial data u  . There exist a constant C  depending only on s and p and a universal constant C  such that for all t ∈ [, T), we have u(t) B s p,r
Proof Applying the last of Lemma . in [] to the Novikov equation and using the fact that ( -∂  x ) - is a multiplier of order - yields
As s - > , according to Lemma .() in [], one gets
. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/560
Applying Gronwall's lemma completes the proof of (.). By differentiating once Eq. (.) with respect to x, and applying the L ∞ estimate for transport equations, we easily prove that
e -|x| * f and the Young inequality, we get
for some universal constant C . Hence Gronwall's lemma gives inequality (.).
Proof of Theorem . Let u ∈ T<T * E s p,r (T) be such that we obtain
n L n http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/560 are true. Moreover, using Hölder's inequality
from the above inequality we deduce that
Next, we give estimates on u x (x, t) L ∞ . Differentiating (.) with respect to x-variable produces the equation
Similar to the estimate of (.), we deduce that
Combining (.) with (.), we get
, then for all t < min{T, T * }, one can easily get
Theorem . yields that T * ≥ T. This completes the proof of Theorem ..
Proof of Theorem . Let w = u -v. In view of Eq. (.), one can get
Using standard energy arguments and integration by parts, we end up with Using the above inequalities, and applying Gronwall's inequality to (.), one can easily get that
According to (.), we obtain
Integrating (.) on [, t] with t < T, by virtue of (.), we get
If T v  ≥ T, for all t ≤ T v  , the above inequality implies that 
Therefore, w(t)
which is equivalent to the following equation:
Thus, combining (.) with (.), we get
Substituting (.), (.) into (.), we obtain the following system:
which leads to the conclusion of Theorem ..
Analysis of the Novikov equation in weighted spaces
In this section, for the convenience of the readers, we first present some standard definitions. In general, a weight function is simply a non-negative function. A weight function v : R n → R is called sub-multiplicative if
Given a sub-multiplicative function v, a positive function φ is v-moderate if and only if
If φ is v-moderate for some sub-multiplicative function v, then we say that φ is moderate. This is the usual terminology in time-frequency analysis papers [] . Proof of Theorem . We define
We also introduce the kernel G(x) =   e -|x| . Then Eq. (.) can be rewritten as
For any N ∈ Z + , let us consider the N -truncations
Observe that f : R → R is a locally absolutely continuous function such that
Indeed, let us introduce the set U N = {x :
The constant C  being independent on N shows that the N -truncations of a v-moderate weight are uniformly v-moderate with respect to N . We start considering the case  ≤ p < ∞. Multiplying Eq. (.) by f and then by |uf | p- (uf ), we get, after integration,
Note that the estimates
are true. Moreover, we get
In the first inequality we used Hölder's inequality, and in the second inequality we applied Proposition . in [] , and in the last one we used condition (.). Here, C depends only on v and φ. From (.) we can obtain
Next, we give estimates on u x f . Differentiating (.) with respect to x-variable, next multiplying by f produces the equation
Multiplying this equation by |f ∂ x u| p- (f ∂ x u) with p ∈ Z + , integrating the result in the x-variable, we note that
In the third inequality we applied the pointwise bound |∂ x G(x)| ≤   e -|x| and the condition
In the last inequality we used |∂ x f (x)| ≤ Af (x) for a.e. x. Thus, we get
Now, combing inequalities (.) and (.) and then integrating yields
Since f (x) = f N (x) ↑ φ(x) as N → ∞ for a.e. x ∈ R. Recalling that u  φ ∈ L p (R) and
At last, we treat the case p = ∞. We have
The last factor on the right-hand side is independent of q.
The last factor on the right-hand side is independent of N . Now taking N → ∞ implies that estimate (.) remains valid for p = ∞.
Proof of Theorem . We start observing that φ / is a v / -moderate weight such that 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem ., we get On the other hand,
The constant on the right-hand side is dependent on N . Similarly, recalling that ∂
Plugging the two last estimates in (.)-(.) and summing, we obtain
Integrating and finally letting N → ∞ yields the conclusion in the case  ≤ p < ∞. The constants throughout the proof are independent on p. Therefore, for p = ∞, one can rely on the result established for finite exponents q, and then let q → ∞. The rest argument is fully similar to that of Theorem ..
